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● Velocity and strength of air stream

● Starting point

● Innovative technology and
expectations for future

●Fresh green leaf
●Global environment (Ecology)

Instruction
Today, the world is changing drastically through trial and error to cope with a great number of pressing
problems including environmental problems. Under these circumstances, KOMATSU ZENOAH is striving
with your help to become a company that responds promptly and boldly to the changes and challenges it
is faced with.
Meanwhile, "SERVICE" is necessary for those machines we are currently working with and "PROMPT
SERVICE" is the most important point to keep our customers continuously "HAPPY".
Because of this, we owe a great deal to our dealers' techniques and services.
Now, we compiled into a basic workshop manual of the brushcutter next to the engine/chainsaw
workshop manual.
As comprehensive basics, the workshop manual describes a unique brushcutter mechanism and
appliance in complete detail. We proudly recommend this manual as a ”MAINTENANCE BIBLE” for the
brushcutter. We believe that you will be very pleased with this bible and make good use of it.
The following details the characteristics of the manual.
(1) Index in every maintenance section for easier search.
(2) Full-color illustrations to understand important points quickly and visually.
(3) Detailed information on each section to improve techniques and servicing abilities.
Please observe the "IMPORTANT NOTES" below when using this manual to maintain your machine.

"IMPORTANT NOTES"
1. When replacing parts, always be sure to use KOMATSU ZENOAH products.
We are not responsible for trouble of product parts that were not supplied by us.
2. Please read the instruction manual carefully and understand the full extent of the manual before
instructing customers and executing services.
3. Information in this manual is subject to change without notice.
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BRUSHCUTTER BASICS
Function and Structure

1

The brushcutter's engine turns the blade to cut grass or to clear away underbrush. Usually an air-cooled two cycle one
cylinder engine is used as the brushcutter's power source. A centrifugal clutch controls power transmission to the drive
shaft. The engine r.p.m. is reduced by a pinion gear which transfers power to the blade. This section explains the
brushcutter’s characteristics, its components and their function, the types of brushcutter, etc.
For details concerning engine, fuel system, ignition and clutch, please refer to the separate volume "WORK SHOP
MANUAL Engines" (No. NWSM002).

1. Structure
There is the hanging type brushcutter that hangs from a shoulder-strap, and the knapsack type brushcutter carried
on the worker's back.

█ Shoulder Type Brushcutter
The outer pipe connects the clutch housing of the power transmission unit to the gear case and the blade.
The outer pipe also has handles at the operator's end and a debris guard at the working end. A throttle lever is
positioned on the handle. The drive shaft, which turns inside the outer pipe, is supported by a metal bush.
The shaft splines connect to the pinion of the gear case and to the clutch drum. The pinion connects to the gear
shaft. The blade is secured to the gear shaft with a left-hand threaded locking device.

Clutch Drum
Clutch
Shoe

Handle Bracket

Outer Pipe

Clutch Housing

Gear Case

Bushing

Gear Shaft

Drive Shaft

Cutting Blade
Pinion

█ Knapsack Type Burshcutter
The worker carries the brushcutter's
engine on his/her back. A flexible
drive shaft connects the engine
unit's clutch to the rigid drive shaft.
It is possible to move the working
end freely. The working end can
swing from side to side. The worker
usually places the flexible shaft on
his/her right side. Some models
place the flexible shaft on the left
side of the worker.

Clutch

Drive Shaft
Flexible Shaft
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Joint Shaft
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Function and Structure

2. Power Transmission
█ Clutch Housing
The clutch drum in the clutch housing is supported by bearings. Power is transmitted via this drum.
Clutch housings are categorized into the following types:

Fan Cover Incorporated Clutch Housing
For better design and easier installation, the
clutch housing services also as the fan cover.
When a resin outer shell is used, bearings are
installed in the clutch housing mold.

Clutch Hosing
Outer Pipe

1
Clutch
Drum

Drive Shaft

Clutch
Shoe

Bearing
Fan Cover

Flange Type
In order to use the power transmission unit
from other engine parts, the clutch housing is
bolted to the engine fan cover.

Drive Shaft

Clutch
Hosing

Clutch Drum

Outer Pipe

Clutch
Shoe

Outer Pipe
Bracket

Swivel Type
A float type carburetor is used to promote
better maintenance. However the float should
be maintained within a specified angle range,
so the outer pipe can swivel independently.
The outer pipe directly contacts and rotates
against the inner surface of the clutch housing.
Generally hard alumite treatment is applied to
the surface of the outer pipe to prevent friction
where it contacts the inner surface of the clutch
housing.

Swivel

Hosing
Cap

Bearing

Clutch Drum
Spacer

Clutch Hosing
Drive Shaft

Clutch
Shoe

Outer
Pipe
Bearing
Hard alumite treatment
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Function and Structure
2. Power Transmission

█ Drive Shaft
The material of the drive shaft is steel. In order
to transmit power effectively, the both ends are
splined or serrated.
Lightweight hollow-type drive shafts are also
used for some brushcutters.

1

Outer Pipe
Drive Shaft
Bushing

Some shoulder type brushcutters with working
end bend apply flexibility to the drive shaft.
The material of this drive shaft support bush is
rubber. Oil impregnated bearing metal is
molded into the drive shaft contacting surface
to minimize drive shaft vibration.
The positions and number of bearings for each
brushcutter model are designed to minimize
drive shaft vibration. The bent type flexible
shaft is supported by a resin liner.
The outer pipe material is usually aluminum
which promotes light weight and high rigidity.
Some outer pipes use carbon or duralumin.

Flexible Shaft

Tube
Liner

█ Flexible Shaft (Knapsack Type)
The engine unit of the knapsack type
brushcutter transfers power through a flexible
shaft to a rigid drive shaft to promote better
usability.
A steel strap is spiral wound on the outside of
the drive shaft with a specified gap.
It is possible to bend the flexible shaft until this
gap closes.
In order to secure flexibility and durability, a
tube of metal net and rubber surrounds the
rotating spiral-wound steel strap.
It rotates easily, however, periodical greasing is
necessary because it is not supported by
bushes.

Flexible Shaft

The greasing interval is every 50 working hours.
For detail refer to the operating manual.

Steel Plate
Wire Mesh
Rubber
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Function and Structure
2. Power Transmission

█ Gear Case and Cutting Blade
The pinion of the gear case meshes with the bevel gear of the gear shaft to reduce revolutions and to increase
torque on the blade.
Generally gear ratios vary between 1:1.2 and 1:1.5. The ration is set depending on engine power and work
purpose. The rotational direction of the engine is clockwise but this direction is reversed at the pinion, so the
blade turns counter-clockwise.
Recent bent type brushcutters' blade turn clockwise but power only nylon type cutters.

1

The blade is held between an inner holder and an outer holder and is secured by a bolt or nut (left-hand
threading) to the gear shaft.
When the blade is turning, the gear case becomes hot.
Therefore, the gear case is filled with grease (heat durable lithium grease). Grease should be replenished
periodically from the grease filling positioned on the side of the gear case. The recommended grease
replenishment interval is 25 working hours. For detail refer to the operator's manual.
The blade rotates at high speed. If a cracked, partially lost, or bent blade is used, a serious accident may result
due to the blade's shattering or heavy vibration.

Drive Shaft

Gear Case

Grease Fitting

Bevel Gear

Pinion
Inner Holder
Gear Shaft
Bolt Cover

Outer Holder
Blade
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Function and Structure

3. Anti-vibration Mechanism
█ Shoulder Type Brushcutter
In order to reduce vibration from the engine,
clutch, drive shaft, pinion meshing or blade,
rubber vibration absorbers are installed on the
main pipe, clutch housing securing point,
handle and the main pipe securing points.
High efficiency vibration absorbing material is
used for the grips.

1

Clutch Housing (Example of flange type)
Front Absorber

Rear Absorber

Clutch Housing
Outer Pipe

Handle Mount
Handle Pipe
Handle Bracket

Absorber
Outer Pipe

Grip
Handle Mount

█ Knapsack Type Burshcutter
In order to prevent engine vibration direct
transferring to the engine frame, a rubber
vibration absorber is installed between the
engine and the frame.

Engine
Mount

Absorber
Absorbers
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Function and Structure
3. Anti-vibration Mechanism

█ New Handle Bracket Anti-vibration System
The handle bracket floats in its holding clamp supported by three rubber vibration absorbers.
The holding clamp is secured to the outer pipe.
The handle bracket floats away from the outer pipe supported by vibration absorbers greatly reducing vibration
compared to conventional types where the handle bracket directly contacts the outer pipe.
Handle Bracket

Handle Pipe
Outer Pipe

Clamp
Clamp
Absorber

Clamp
Holder

Clamp Holder
Outer Pipe

Absorber

Handle Bracket

█ Spring Damper Anti-vibration System
The frame is mounted to the clutch housing by a vibration absorber 1 and spring 1 units (three of them).
The springs 1 are secured to the frame side. These three units secure the frame and reduce vibration.
Furthermore, a damper spring 2 connects the drive shaft to the clutch drum. The engine's torque bursts are
absorbed by the spring's twist.
The two vibration absorbers installed between the outer pipe's holder and the frame reduce vibration of the
handle mount unit to reduce handle vibration.

Drive
Shaft

Frame

Spring 1

Clutch
Drum

Outer
Pipe

Pipe Holder

Absorber

Clutch Housing

Spring 1

Absorber

Clutch Housing
Drive Shaft

Drive Shaft
Joint

PAT. Pending

Damper Spring 2

Clutch Drum
Joint

Spring 1
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Major Cutting Heads
There are a variety of cutting heads differing in shape and material. It is possible to divide cutters into two categories;
metal blade and nylon cord cutter. The cutting head varies for specified purposes.
Major cutting head types and applications are shown in the table below:

1

1. Cutting Head Applications and Working Places
Cutting Head

Glass

Light
Weeds

Heavy weeds/pasture

Thin

Thick

Light
Bushes

Heavy
Bushes

Working
Places

Reciprocating blade (dual)

Nylon cord head (2 lines)

Weeding along
fence and
roadsides.

Nylon cord head (4 lines)

2-tooth blade

3-tooth blade

4-tooth blade
Cutting grass
and brush in
the fields.

Chip saw

Carbidetipped blade

8-tooth blade

36-tooth blade
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Clean heavy
brush and
cutting trees on
the flat ground or
steep terrain.

BRUSHCUTTER BASICS

Major Cutting Head

2. Nylon Cord Head
When the brushcutter is used in an environment
where many obstacles such as trees, gravel,
concrete-block walls, and so on exist, the nylon
cord head is fitted for use.

Mounting Bolt

1

Because the nylon cutter has less penetration than
the metal blade, it is necessary to increase the
engine revolutions over that for metal blade
cutting.
The nylon cord length is specified for the
brushcutter. If too much cord is exposed, lower
work efficiency or clutch breakage will result.
Be sure to maintain the specified cord length. If the
cord is too long, cut it to the specified length.

Nylon Cord

Other Components
1. Safety Guards
█ Debris Guard
The debris guards prevent workers from being
hit by flying material. Be sure the debris guard
is attached to secure worker safety.

Debris Guard

When a nylon cutter is used, some nylon cutter
heads have debris guard with cord cutter,
which automatically cuts the nylon cord to the
specified length.
The worker should wear helmet, ear protectors,
protection goggles or face protector, gloves,
and work boots to secure safe working
conditions.

Cutter

█ Bolt Cover
The bolt cover prevents the mount bolt (or nut)
from hitting stones or any other hard matter.

Bolt Cover
Blade Bolt
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Other Components
1. Safety Guards

█ Cutting Blade Cover
When the brushcutter is carried with blade
attached, this cover should be attached to the
blade to protect operator and others from the
blade. It is easily attached and removed.

1

2. Types of Handle
The main handle types are Dual Handle and loop handle.

█ Dual Handle
This has bike-handle shape and the engine
switch and throttle lever are positioned on the
right hand grip.

Right-hand Handle
両手ハンドル

There are separate handle type and
single-handlebar type. Both types are secured
to the outer pipe with a bracket.
The worker can easily control the brushcutter
by sliding the handlebar mount position to fit
his/her physique.
Left-hand Handle
One handlebar type
Separated type

█ Loop Handle
The loop handle for the worker's left hand is
positioned frontward on the outer pipe, and the
grip for the right hand is positioned near the
engine. The engine switch and the throttle lever
are attached on the right hand grip. Some loop
handle models have a safety guard to prevent
the worker from the blade coming toward
him/her.

Loop Handle
Right-hand
Handle

Safety Guard
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Other Components

3. Throttle Lever
█ Safety lock: Construction
The safety lock secures the throttle lever at the
idling position.
Therefore, only after the safety lever is grasped,
can the throttle lever be depressed.

Hook

Unlocked:

Safety
Lever

When the safety lock is active, the spring
presses the hook at the top of the safety lever
to lock the throttle lever.
When the safety lever is grasped, the hook is
released and then it is possible to depress the
throttle lever.

1

Throttle Lever

Release the
hook.

Locked:

4. Shoulder Band
There are several types of shoulder bands; one
shoulder strap, harness for both shoulders, and
shoulder strap with waist pad, etc. Wear the strap
on the shoulder(s), connect the strap's hook to the
brushcutter's hanger, positioning the brushcutter
on the worker's right side, and adjust the strap
length for the worker's easier operation.

Brushcutter
Strap

In the case of the knapsack brushcutter, a harness
is used for shouldering the weight of the
brushcutter's engine.
KOMATSU ZENOAH’s Special Harness
The usual harness has the tendency to load the
shoulders. The KOMATSU ZENOAH Special
Harness disperses the engine's mass to both
shoulders, the right waist, and under both arms.
Therefore, the worker does not feel burdened by
brushcutter's mass and feels a close fit to his/her
body.

Knapsack
Brushcutter

Harness

KOMATSU ZENOAH’s
Special Harness
No. 848JL03611
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Memo

1
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KOMATSU ZENOAH BRUSHCUTTERS
Symbol of Brushcutter
1. Model Identifications
The model identification of the KOMATSU ZENOAH brushcutter shows its purpose, engine type, carburetor type,
and handle type. The following example shows how to understand the model identification.
The model identification may have added contents depending on the area of use and model type.
Example:

BCZ4500DL
1

2

3

4

5

6

1 "B" abbreviates "Brushcutter".
2 "C" is its carrying method: "C" for shoulder type, "K" for knapsack type.
(If "E" is added after "K", it means the engine has a starter motor.)
3 "Z" is its engine type: "Z" for Strato-charged engine, "X" for 4-cycle engine.
(If there is no identification, it is a conventional 2-cycle engine.)
4 "45" is its engine capacity.

2

5 "D" is its carburetor type: "D" for diaphragm, "F" for float, "C" for circulation type.
6 "L" is its the handle type: "L" for loop handle, "W" for Dual Handle.
● Others

BCZ4500CL

Semi Clearing Saw (Special low vibration type)

BC2100DL-G
BKE2610P
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”G” = Duralumin / ”X” = Carbon

Engine with decompression

KOMATSU ZENOAH BRUSHCUTTERS

Reciprocator
The reciprocator is KOMATSU ZENOPAH's special mechanism for their brushcutters. The reciprocator prevents the
sudden recoil a blade hits hard matter and are very effective for use in an area with many obstacles.
The reciprocator has two blades below the gear case which to cut weeds.
Upper and lower blades synchronies in a scissor-like motion.

1. Construction
█ Transmission Case (Clutch Housing)
The power is transmitted to the drive shaft
through the pinion, idler and the output gears.
This gearing increases the torque.
The reduction ratio is 4.24:1.

Clutch Drum
Pinion Gear
Output Gear

Drive Shaft

Idle Gear

2

█ Cutter Case
The pinion at the top of the drive shaft is driven
by the engine crankshaft's bevel gear.
The reduction ratio of this stage is 1.86:1.
Therefore the final reduction ratio will be 7.87:1.
A crankshaft is driven by an outer shaft through
a pinion (it drives the upper blade).
An inner shaft drives the lower blade via its
connecting rod and arm.
When the crankshaft turns, the upper and
lower connecting rods reciprocate in opposite
directions.
The upper arm is driven by the inner shaft and
the lower arm is driven by the outer shaft to
create a scissor-like blade motion.

Upper Connecting Rod
Upper Arm

Crankshaft

Inner Shaft
Outer Shaft
Drive
Shaft
Pinion

Bevel
Gear

Upper Blade
Lower Blade

Lower Connecting
Rod
Lower Arm
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Kuru Kuru Cutter
The usual knapsack brushcutters' engine is vertically mounted and its flexible shaft movement range is very limited.
The engine of Kuru Kuru Cutter (Swivel Shaft Brushcutter) is set laterally and is designed so that the gear unit is
separate from the engine. As a result, the engine and gear units can turn independently in the vertical and lateral
planes. This new knapsack brushcutter allows the worker to use the brushcutter from the both sides and it promotes
great work efficiency. Furthermore, the fuel tank is set on the frame side to put the machine's center of gravity close to
the worker's side. It allows the worker to operate for a long time without fatigue.

1. Construction and Features
█ New Engine Mount System (PAT. Pending)
The engine is secured to the engine mount with nuts via the engine brackets.
The engine and the gear case swivel independently.

█ 4 Points Anti Vibration System (PAT. Pending)
Four vibration preventing springs are positioned between the engine mount and the resin frame.
Two lower damper springs support engine mass and two upper damper springs absorb engine vibration.
These damper springs reduce vibration to one-fourth that of current models.

█ Fuel Tank Layout (PAT. Pending)
A large capacitor fuel tank (1.1 liters) is positioned in the frame near the worker's back to reduce fatigue during
operation.

2

Other
The muffler is positioned away from the worker's back, so heat and exhaust gases will not reach to the worker.
The fuel level is easily checked via the fuel level check window.
The fuel cap and the worker's back are completely partitioned by a separator. If fuel is spilled during fuel
replenishment, it will not flow onto the worker's back.
Rotation direction of gear case
Swivel Gear Case
(With clutch housing)

Upper Damper
Springs

Engine
Mount

Engine Bracket
Rotation direction of engine

Fuel Level
Checking
Windows

Muffler

Starter Grip
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Fuel
Tank

Lower Damper
Springs

Engine Frame

KOMATSU ZENOAH BRUSHCUTTERS

Kuru Kuru Cutter

2. Construction of Swivel Gear Case
The clutch drum is attached by a right-handed screw to the gear shaft.
The gear shaft is pressure fitted into the drum housing bearings and the gear case bearings.
Even though the drum housing is secured, the swivel gear can turn freely.
Grease fills the swivel gear case, engine r.p.m. is reduced by the pinion gear and power is transmitted to the
flexible drive shaft. The reduction ration is 1:1.4.

█ Anti Grease Leaking system (PAT. Pending)
Any excessive gas pressure in the gear case
will be automatically released through the
pinion shaft's breather hole.
However, because grease is spread by
centrifugal force, it will not spill from the case.
Even if the engine is positioned upside-down
while the engine is stopped, grease will not
spill from the case because the case inside is
maintained at atmospheric pressure by the
breather hole.

Pinion

Gear Case

Oil Seal
Flexible
Shaft

Gear
Shaft
Grease
Fitting

If too much grease has been supplied to the
gear case, it will spill from the breather hole
but no excessive pressure will be applied to
the gear case.

2
Bleed
Port
Bearing
(Gear case side)
Drum
Housing
Clutch
Drum

Bearing
(Drum housing side)
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Variable Angle Adjustment Neck (PAT. Pending)
It is possible to tilt the cutter's head with its angle adjustment grip.
By manually tilting the cutter head to adjust it parallel to the ground surface, work
efficiency is greatly improved especially for inclined surfaces.
Furthermore, this feature brings easier brushcutter operation irrespective of worker
physique.

1. Construction
The angle adjustment grip is connected to a spiral tube. And the spiral tube is connected to the inner pipe through
a bolt and guide. When the grip is turned counter-clockwise or clockwise, the spiral tube and connected inner pipe
move forward or backward in relation to the grip operation. When the top of the flexible pipe is slid forward or
backward, the blade swings a maximum of 10 degrees upward or 30 degrees downward.
Angle Adjustment Grip

2
Spiral Pipe
Inner Pipe

Flexible Shaft

Bolt
Guide

Variable Neck Case

Boot
Flexible Pipe
Gear Case

10°

Blade
30°
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Variable Angle Adjustment Neck

2. Function
(1) 10 degrees upward

When the angle adjustment grip is turned
clockwise, the inner pipe and the flexible tube
retreat to the engine side and the gear case
tilts 10 degrees upward.

Outer Pipe Slot

Spiral Pipe Mount Bolt

The bolt is positioned at
the right end of the slot.

Gear Case
Inner Pipe
Flexible Pipe
10°

2
(2) 0 degrees

When the angle adjustment grip is positioned
at the center of the slot, the gear case rests at
its neutral position.

The bolt is positioned at
the center of the slot.

0°

(3) 30 degrees downward

When the angle adjustment grip is turned
counter-clockwise, the inner pipe and the
flexible pipe protrude further from the gear
case and the gear case tilts 30 degrees
downward.

The bolt is positioned at
the left end of the slot.

30°
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Attachments
1. Split-boom Attachments
KOMATSU ZENOAH’s combination trimmer is composed of the power unit and 4 attachments. It can be dealt with
various greening works. Furthermore, it’s easy to store or transport in the boot of the car as it is split type product.
Power Unit

Tool Free Joint
Easily attach and detach the attachment.

2

Attachments

LRT-EX
Long Reach
Trimmer
For cutting tall hedges
and branches of tall
tree.
Blade type:
Dual (28T X 30)
Blade length: 400mm
(Angle: 90°)

2-8

PS-EX
Pruning Saw

BC-EX
Trimmer

HE-EX
Edger

For pruning
branches of tall
tree easily.
Guide bar: 300mm

Nylon head 4”,
2 lines Tap to
advance.

Blade: 200mm
Bevel gears
(Angle: 90°)
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MAINTENANCE
General Precautions
1. Precautions Before Disassembly
(1) Before performing disassembly operations, be sure to remove all the fuel. Remove all dirt and dust from each
part. This is to prevent dirt from becoming attached to the important locations.
(2) Disassembly operation preparation tools：
a. Work bench
b. Cleaning bench
c. Parts tray
d. Disassembly tools
e. Cleaning oil (light oil or lead-free gasoline)
f. Clean rags
(3) Tool usage
Use the indicated tools correctly to avoid damaging parts.
(4) The parts being removed for the particular purpose and the installation sequence vary in disassembly.
Therefore, only remove the parts that are necessary for adjustment or repair, except when disassembling
for an overhaul.
(5)During disassembly, try to memorize the location and way each part is attached to avoid errors during assembly.
Label the parts if necessary.
(6) Pay attention to small parts during disassembly and check carefully for damage.
(7) Be careful when handling gaskets and oil seals as they can be damaged easily.
(8) Be especially careful not to lose Parts that have been removed.
Arrange the removed parts in a pattern that approximates their actual position to prevent loss or error.
(9) When it is necessary to interrupt disassembly procedures, take care so the parts do not rust and apply a light
coat of oil or grease to them.
(10) Consider the assembly sequence when cleaning the parts and wash the important parts first.
It is important to discriminate between the main and subassembly steps.

2. Assembly Precautions
(1) Assembly sequence is the reverse of disassembly.
(2) Use new cleaning oil in the assembly (light oil or lead-free gasoline) and wash each part while keeping the
assembly sequence in mind.

3

Note：Do not use gasoline or oil to clean vibration damping rubber.
(3) Verify the function of all disassembled parts or replacement parts for assembly.
(4) Adequately lubricate any revolving or rubbing parts before assembly.
(5) Always use new or complete gaskets (As a General rule, always use new parts for the original assembly).
(6) Be sure to align all assembly marks.
Notes:
• Always use the correct tool for the particular screw, bolt, nut or other part.
• When there are a number of securing screws or bolts for a part, tighten them equally in an alternating
sequence.
• Tighten the nuts and bolts to the specified torque.
• Use“Loctite #81666” to reform damaged threads in plastic parts.
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Troubleshooting
This section explains specified brushcutter malfunctions and troubles. For trouble with engine, carburetor, ignition or
power transmission, refer to the “Section 5, ENGINE BASICS” (No. NWSM002).

1. Cutting head keeps turning after throttle lever is released.
Idling speed, clutch
1. Idling speed is too high ············ Readjust engine.
2. Clutch spring is broken············· Replace.
3. Clutch shoe is broken··············· Replace.

2. Cutting head does not turn with increase of engine speed.
Drive shaft, blade holder
1. Splines is worn ························· Replace.
2. Blade holder is loosening ········ Tighten bolt or nut.
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3. Irregular vibration
Cutting head, drive shaft
1. Cutting head is unbalanced······ Repair or replace.
2. Drive shaft is bent ···················· Replace.
3. Bearing is worn ························ Replace.
4. Eccentricity of clutch drum ······· Replace.
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Brushcutters
1. Clutch Housing
█ Fan Cover Incorporated Clutch Housing and Flange Types Disassembly
(1) Snap ring (Bearing inner race)
Remove the snap ring by using
the snap ring pliers (special tool)
as shown (fan cover incorporated
clutch housing type only).

Fan Cover Incorporated Clutch Housing Type
(3)

(2)

(4)
(5)
(1)

(2) Clutch drum
Press the clutch drum by using
the drum pusher (special tool)
as shown.
If it is worn out, deformed
or running out abnormally
and replace with new one.
The bearings are molded in the
resin clutch housing, therefore,
it is impossible to replace the
bearings unit separately from
the clutch housing.

(3) Snap ring (Bearing outer race)
(4) Bearing
If it is rattles remarkably and replace with
new one.
(5) Clutch housing
Flange Type

(2)
(5)

(4)

Notice for Reassembly:
• When installing the snap ring, press fit the
snap ring to groove of the clutch drum by
using the snap ring guide and pusher
(special tools) as shown (fan cover
incorporated clutch housing type only).

3

(3)
(1)

NOTE: Make sure to replace the snap ring if
it is deformed.
Snap Ring Pusher

Snap Ring Guide
Snap Ring
Clutch Drum

• Before reassembling, apply the grease to the bearing inside.
• After the assembly, apply molybdenum grease on the spline of the clutch drum.
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Brushcutters
1. Clutch Housing

█ Swivel Type Disassembly
(1) Snap ring (Bearing outer race)
Remove the snap ring from the slot hole of
the clutch drum by using the snap ring
pliers as shown.

(4)
(1)
(5)

(2)

(3)

(6)

Snap Ring

(2) Snap ring (Bearing inner race)
(3) Bearing
If it is rattles remarkably and replace with
new one.

(8)

(4) Clutch drum
If it is worn out, deformed or running out
abnormally and replace with new one.

(7)

(5) Spacer
(6) Snap ring (for outer pipe)
(7) Outer pipe
(8) Clutch housing
• Before reassembling, apply the grease to the bearing inside.
• When installing the drive shaft, apply molybdenum grease on the spline of it.

2. Drive Shaft/Outer Pipe
█ Inspection
Check the drive shaft and make sure that it is
not bent or twisted.

Bushing

Check the extent of wear on both ends.
Make sure that there are no remarkable wear
at the bushing contacting part.

3

Contact
position

Place the outer pipe on a surface plate (or flat
surface) and make sure that it is not bent.
If any flaw on the drive shaft contacting the
bushing or spline wear is observed, replace
the drive shaft with a new one.

Spline

Drive shaft

No Good

Good
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Brushcutters

3. Gear Case
█ Disassembly
(1) Gear case
(2) Pinion
Remove the snap ring (5). Hold the gear
case in your hand and place the block
(special tool) on it.
Tap the block forcefully with the hammer.

(5)

Fig. A

(2)
(1)

When the pinion is loosened, remove it with
a pair of pliers.
Block (special tool)

Gear case

(3)

Gear Case Bolt

(4)

Thin Plate

Hammer

(11)

NOTE:
When the pinion cannot be removed with
pliers, perform the following procedures to
extract it.

(10)
(9)

-1 Remove the gear case bolt.
-2 Insert a thin plate in the gear case slit.

(8)

-3 Lightly tighten the gear case bolt on the
left side of the gear case (opposite side)
by hand and widen the slit. (Fig. A)
Do not use hex wrench to tighten the bolt
as the slit is widened too much, it is
possible that the gear case may be crack.

(7)
(6)
Inner holder

(3) Bearings
Blade

(4) Snap ring (Bearing inner race)
(5) Snap ring (Bearing outer race)

Outer holder

(6) Oil seal
Replace the oil seal with a new seal for
reassembly.
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Bolt cover
Blade bolt

(7) Snap ring
(8) Bearing

Puller Assy.

(9) Gear shaft
Remove the oil seal (6) and snap ring (7). Install the adapter
(special tool) to the front end of the puller assy. (special tool),
and install the adapter to the gear shaft.
Slide the weight back and force, and pull out the gear shaft.
(10) Bevel gear

(11) Inner Bearing
Remove the gear shaft (9) and bevel gear (10). Use a heat
gun to pre-heating the gear case to about 100°C, then remove
the inner bearing by tapping the gear case output end against
a flat wooden surface.
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Brushcutters
3. Gear Case

█ Inspection
• Check the condition of the bevel gear and pinion contact surface and determine the extent of wear.
Replace the parts if there is any irregularity or excessive wear.
• Turn the bearings and see if they move smoothly or not. If they do not turn smoothly or feel rough, replace
them with new parts.
NOTE: If the gear shaft is damaged, the gear shaft may fail to turn smoothly even after the gear, bearings or
any other related parts are replaced with new ones. In this case, replace the entire gear case assembly with a
new one.

█ Reassembly
Perform the assembling in the order as shown. Before reassembling, apply the grease to gear teeth, bearing
and oil seal inside.
(1) Press the inner bearing into the gear case.
(2) Press the bearings and install the snap ring
on to the pinion shaft. (Pinion comp.)
Press the bearing on to the gear shaft.
(Gear shaft comp.)

(1)

Pinion comp.
(2)

Gear shaft comp.

(3) Insert the pinion comp. into the gear case.
NOTE: Push the pinion comp. before about
1mm from the end to install engage the
bevel gear.
(3)
1mm

(4) Insert the bevel gear into the gear case.
NOTE: Set the bevel gear while meshing
with the pinion, then push in the pinion
comp. in place.

(4)

(5)

(5) Insert the gear shaft comp. into the gear
case, and push the pinion comp.
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(6) Install the gear shaft side snap ring and
pinion side snap rings in the gear case.
NOTE: Make sure that the gear shaft turns
smoothly by hand.
(7) Press fit the oil seal into the gear case.
(6)
(7)

(8) Refill the gear case with grease until a
small amount of grease comes out around
the gear shaft.

When installing the snap
ring, the sharp (90°) edge
of the snap ring must
always face away from the
bearing it retains.

Snap ring and oil seal are
reversed on some model.
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Reciprocator
1. Transmission Case
█ Disassembly
(1) Front gear case
(2) Rear gear case

(8)

(3) Gasket
(4) Washers

(11)
(10)

(5) Idle gear
(9)

(6) Snap ring (pinion side)

(7)

(7) Pinion gear

(6)

(8) Clutch Drum
(9) Snap ring (bearing side)

(3)
(2)

(10) Bearing (open type)
(11) Bearing (sealed type)

(1)

(12) Snap ring (output gear side)
(13) Output gear

(4)
(5)

(14) Bearing (open type)
(15) Bearing (sealed type)

(14)

(13)

(4)

(15)
(12)

█ Inspection
• Check the idle and output gears, replace with new one when the teeth are worn out.
• Check the bearing, replace with new one when it rattles or does not turn smoothly.

█ Notices for Reassembly
• Before reassembling, apply the grease to gear teeth, bearing and oil seal inside.

3

• Press fit the drum support bearing and output gear support bearings to the front and rear cases, making the
sealed bearings outside.
• While aligning the dowel pins, put the case halves together. Rotate the clutch drum by hand and check that it
rotates smoothly.
• Refill the case with grease about 10grams.
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Reciprocator

2. Cutter Case
█ Disassembly
(1) Bolt

(1)

(2) Cover
(3) Oil seal

(2)

(4) Bearings

(3)

(5) Gasket
(6) Washer
(7) Upper connecting rod

(4)

(4)

(5)

(8) Crankshaft
(9) Lower connecting rod

(6)

(12)

(7)

(10) Bevel gear

(13)

(11) Bearing

(14)

(12) Shim (t=0.3mm)

(15)

(9)

(13) Lock nut

(16)

(10)

(17)

(11)

(14) Shim (t=0.3 / 0.2 / 0.1mm)
(15) Upper arm
(16) Lower arm

(17)

(8)

(24)
(25)

(18)
(26)

(17) Bearings
(18) Snap ring

(28)

(19) Inner shaft
(20) Oil seal
(21) Sleeve
(22) Outer shaft

(28)
(30)

(22)

(24) Spacer

(21)

(26) Snap ring (Bearing outer race)

(29)

(23)

(23) Oil seal
(25) Packing

(27)

(20)

(27) Snap ring (Bearing inner race)

Lower Blade

(28) Bearings
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(29) Pinion
(30) Cutter case

(19)
Shim

█ Inspection
• Replace the crankshaft with new one when
the connecting rod contact surface has
remarkably worn out of temper colored.

Upper Blade

• Replace the connecting rod with new one
when the arm contact surface has
remarkably worn out of temper colored.

Bolt Cover

• Replace the inner and outer shafts with new
one when the bearing contact surface has
remarkably worn out of temper colored.
• Check the oil seal attached to the bottom of the outer shaft, and replace with new one when the sealing
edge is broken.
• Check the pinion and bevel gear, replace with new one if the teeth have remarkably worn out.
• Check the bearing, replace with new one when it rattles remarkably.
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Reciprocator
2. Cutter Case

█ Notices for Reassembly
• Before reassembling, apply the grease to
gear teeth, bearing and oil seal inside.
• Before installing the upper/lower arm,
upper/lower connecting rod, and apply
antifriction-mixed grease (Molycoat-G grease
or equivalent) to the joint areas and
crankshaft contact surface.
Antifriction-mixed Grease

• Inner/outer shaft and upper/lower arm
alignment.
When installing shafts and arms, align the
punch marks on the splines end and arm as
shown.

Punch Marks
Inner shaft and
upper arm

Punch Marks
Outer shaft and
lower arm

█ Adjustment of Blade Base Gap
After tightening the lock nut, check the gap
between the upper and lower blade bases and
adjust adding/removing spacer (shim) as
necessary. The gap is 11.85±0.1mm.
• When the gap is narrow than 11.75mm; add
the shim, 3805-13560 (OD14 x ID8 x 0.3mm)
over the lock nut.
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• When the gap is wider than 11.95mm;
remove the lock nut and add either shim,
3805-13550 (OD20 x ID14 x t0.3mm),
3805-13570 (OD20 x ID14 x t0.2mm) or
3805-13580 (OD20 x ID14 x t0.1mm),
under the lock nut.

Inner Shaft
Lock Nut

Shim
Blade gap is narrow.

Upper
Arm

Lower
Arm
Inner Shaft
Outer Shaft

Supply lithium based grease from the feeding
hole on the gear case cover. (About 40 grams)
NOTE: This specification is current as of Feb.
2004.

Outer Shaft

11.85±0.1mm

Inner Shaft
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Knapsack Burushcutter
1. Conventional model
█ Engine Removal
(1) Snap ring
(2) Washers

(4)

(3) Engine bracket
(4) Engine assembly
(5) Mount bolts (with absorber)

(3)

(6) Engine mount (with bearing)

(2)

(7) Frame

(6)
(5)
(7)
(2)
(1)

2. Kuru Kuru Cutter
The following explanation is based on the model BK2650.

█ Engine and Fuel Tank Removal
Before starting the engine removal, remove the cover (1) and disconnect the suction and overflow pipes from
the carburetor (Fig. A). Pull out the suction and overflow pipes from the engine bracket shaft (Fig B).

(1) Cover
(2) Engine mount nut

(5)

(3) Stopper
(4) Thrust washer
(5) Engine assembly

(10)
(9)

Peel the dual
adhesive tape.
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(6) Pad (turns over)
(7) Screws
(8) Grommet and pipes
(9) Fuel tank

(8)

(6)
(7)

(10) Engine frame

Engine
Bracket

(9)

Fig. B
(4)
(2)

Fig. A
Suction pipe

(3)

(1)
Engine Bracket
Shaft

Overflow Pipe
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Knapsack Burushcutter
2. Kuru Kuru Cutter

Notices for Reassembly:
When the grommet is being installed, align the
fuel tank mark and grommet mark.

Align the tank side mark and grommet side mark.

NOTE: If these marks are not aligned, the
suction and overflow pipes may twist around
each other in the fuel tank.
After the grommet is inserted, maintain the gap
between the pipes and grommet at about 10 to
15mm in order for the pipes not to be folded.

50mm

NOTE: The in-tank pipe lengths are 50mm for
the overflow pipe, 240mm for the suction pipe.

240mm
10 to 15mm

█ Damper Spring Replacement
Fig. A

(1) Strap mount screw
(2) Side mount screw
Insert the screwdriver into the gap between
the upper spring and the engine mount and
pry the upper spring away from the engine
mount. (Fig. A)

(8)
(7)
(2)

(3) Lower mount screw
(4) Engine mount

(6)

(5) Lower spring
Hold the lower spring with pliers and turn
the pliers to remove the lower spring from
the engine mount.（Fig. B）

(1)

(6) Upper spring mount screw
(7) Upper spring

(4)

(8) Frame

(5)
(3)

3

Fig. B

Notices for Reassembly:
Set the upper spring hook of the engine side
perpendicularly and secure the upper spring to
the frame.
Press the engine mount into the upper spring
with certainly. Align the center of the engine
mount hole and the center of the spring hook
and tighten the side mount screw.
After the side mount screw is tightened,
confirm that the engine mount boss is
horizontally.
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Knapsack Burushcutter
2. Kuru Kuru Cutter

█ Swivel Gear Case Disassembly
(1) Clutch drum
Secure the drum housing with a vise.

(12)

(18)

Set a socket wrench adapter (commercially
available) to the pinion shaft, and hold the
pinion shaft with a ratchet wrench to prevent
the pinion shaft's turning.
Set the wrench (special tool) to the clutch
drum. Turn and remove the (right threaded)
clutch drum.

(17)

(16) (15)

(11)

Wrench
Clutch Drum

(14)

(10)

Socket Wrench
Adaptor

(13)

(9)
(8)
(7)
(6)

Pinion shaft

(5)

Drum Housing

(4)

(2) Snap ring
(3) Bearing

(3)

(4) Drum housing
Use gear puller to remove the drum housing
from the gear shaft.

(2)
(1)

(5) Oil seal
(6) Snap ring
(7) Collar
(8) O-ring

Drum Housing

(9) Bearing
(10) Gear shaft
Remove the snap ring (6), collar (7) and o-ring (8), Install
the adapter (special tool) to the front end of the puller assy.
(special tool), and install the adapter to the hole of the gear
shaft. Slide the weight back and force, and pull out the gear
shaft.
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Gear shaft

Adaptor

(11) Inner bearing
(12) Gear case
(13) Spacer

Weight
Puller Assy.

(14) Oil seal
(15) Snap ring (Bearing outer race)
(16) Snap ring (Bearing inner race)
(17) Bearings
(18) Pinion
Remove the oil seal (14) and snap ring (15) in the gear
case. Use a heat gun to pre-heating the gear case to
about 100°C, then remove the pinion by tapping the gear
case, and pull out the bearing with the pinion shaft with a
pliers.
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Knapsack Burushcutter
2. Kuru Kuru Cutter

Inspection:
• Check the condition of the bevel gear and pinion contact surface and determine the extent of wear.
Replace the parts if there is any irregularity or excessive wear.
• Turn the bearings and see if they move smoothly or not. If they do not turn smoothly or feel rough, replace
them with new parts.

Notices for Reassembly:
When installing the drum housing,
When the drum housing is installed, set the
gear case cover mounting boss and the
triangular drum housing marks to come to
coincide.

Gear Case Cover
Mounting Boss

Refill the swivel gear case with grease.

Triangular mark

To install the gear case assembly, mount the
gear case with the drum housing's triangular
mark facing the engine frame.
Engine Frame Side

Triangular mark

3
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Knapsack Burushcutter

3. Variable Angle Adjustment Neck
█ Disassembly
(1) Camp

(1)

(2) Washer

(2)

(3) Angle adjustment grip

(3)

(4) Spacer
(4)

(5) Spiral pipe
(6) Dust seal

(5)

(7) Outer pipe

(6)

(8) Tube Liner
(9) Spiral pipe guide
(10) Flexible pipe guide
(11) Flexible pipe
(12) Flexible Shaft

(7)

(8)

(13) O-ring
(14) Thrust washers
(15) Spring

(9)

(16) Seal
(17) Upper case
(18) Center case

(11)

(19) Lower case

(12)

(10)

(20) Boot

(13)

(14)
(15)
(14)
(16)

(18)

(17)
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(19)
To gear case

(20)

█ Notices for Reassembly
1. When the upper and lower case halves are
installed, apply grease to the set bolt.
Pay attention install the washer on the
correct side.
Grease:
Shell sunlight grease Ｎｏ．2 or equivalent

Washer

Set Bolt
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Knapsack Burushcutter
3. Variable Angle Adjustment Neck
Notices for Reassembly

2. Apply sealer to the mating surfaces of the
spiral pipe guide, the flexible pipe guide,
and the flexible pipe.
Sealer:
Three bond #1207C or equivalent

Flexible Pipe

Flexible and Spiral Pipe Guides

3. Fill the flexible pipe with grease about 20 to
30 grams.
Grease:
Shell sunlight grease No.0 or equivalent

Flexible Pipe

4. Apply grease to the outside surface of the
spiral pipe guide and the flexible pipe guide
Grease:
Shell sunlight grease No.2 or equivalent

Flexible Pipe Guide

5. Apply some thread lock to the spiral pipe
mount bolt and the clamp mount screw.
Thread lock:
Three bond #1342C or equivalent
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Spiral Pipe

6. Apply grease to the thread of the spiral pipe
and the inside of the angle adjustment grip.
Grease:
Shell sunlight grease No.2 or equivalent

7. Set the angle adjustment grip set screws to
protrude 0 to 0.5mm from the grip's inner
surface. Confirm that the appropriate
stiffness is obtained by turning the grip.

Clamp
Angle Adjustment
Grip

0 to 0.5mm

0 to 0.5mm
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